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“Use this star guide to help you recognise, meet and keep your
true soulmate partner and soul friends (astrolovemates) to live
your dream destiny together.”
Written with cosmic energy, ‘Soulmates Love Stars’ is a trilogy
of 12 zodiac novelettes, analogies that give you practical
guidance and further insight into yourself and your loved ones.
Helping you to ‘find your true self’ personality and soulmates.
Each zodiac sign is related to recognising your self
characteristics, love, money, work, health, lucky associations
and sexy soul-mating. All aim to help you make the most of your
personality, love life and potential soulmates. You can also use
this star guide to understand other zodiac signs around you, to
attract more harmony and romantic love into your life by
understanding others needs and motivations. To improve your
life, you can reflect, meditate or look at the lifestyle, attitudes,
behaviours of that sign and see whether these can make a
difference to enhance your life with love, health and wealth in
abundance when looking for direction or interacting with others.
Soulmates Love Stars or ‘Astrolovemates’ a new word concept
first created by Fiona Stewart at the start of the millenium,
means ‘soulmates’ ‘love’ under the ‘stars (astro)’, with advice
on helper ‘soulmates’ you meet on your journey to fulfil your
life path destiny. Astrolovemates puts you back in touch with
your own intuition via cosmic influences of the zodiac
constellations, stars above. Your zodiac (sun) sign is the
strongest influence on your personal development, however a
secondary influence is the zodiac sign associated with your
moon placement at birth, for further insight into emotions, love
and partnership lifestyle traits. Insights for your soul’s fulfilment
or healing any imbalance of mind, body and soul towards
unison.
This star guide reveals an intuition known to the ancients from
millenniums past, that is being rediscovered today. A potential
gateway to the future. Astrolovemates offers you a thoughtprovoking personal love life guide, relating your zodiac
personality, star sign to your true self to help you find your own
brightly shining star within. For more, read EPILOGUE:
Mystical Origins of an Astrolovemates Novelette.

Fiona D’arcy Stewart
ISBN 0-9550457-3-8

Bsc.Biochem.MPhilClinPsych.NLP Business Practitioner
Founder of Astrolovemates, MC-Dev (Manuscripts Creative – Development).
Author Writer, Psychologist, Reiki Master, Marketing Business Advisor.

1. AQUARIUS – YOUR SELF
Independent, innovative and original are you. You bring
inspiration, change with humanitarianism into a world in need
of your changing, refreshing ideas. Your mind is so finely
tuned that you are streets ahead of the rest. Usually they catch
up with you decades later. Your viewpoint is independent,
though sometimes hard to put into practice. Still this does not
deter your youthful optimism.
Your love of independence cannot be underestimated as this
makes you one of the most self sufficient of the zodiac signs.
You are helpful, friendly, caring, often helping others in the
community or charities, yet love to have your own space and
peace of mind. Detachment is a finely honed gift of yours, so
though you love to care, you can detach as fast as you joined.
For you a perfect loving partner means partnership in a
business or family life purpose sense. Aquarius more than most
signs will happily choose to live alone, providing they have
stimulating hobbies, work or career to keep that busy mind
active. Even in a relationship unless working together,
following a dual path or debating issues, you probably lead an
independent lifestyle. You hate inhibitions and love freedom to
be, do and act as you see best, which may not be the family or
society norm. Unless you settle into a long-term relationship
reasonably early in life or marry relatively young, you will find
it very hard to trade your amazing lifestyle for a live-in
togetherness or marriage.
Even when together you like to have the option to flirt and to
be friendly with the opposite sex - just broadening your
horizons. Though some of you can be the most loyal hi-fidelity
lovers, others through presentation of many opportunities
succumb to temptation. You love to test out new boundaries,
unknown theories, innovative projects, people you have only
just met and flirtatious opportunistic situations. Most of the
time you are just playing, wondering how the other person
ticks, or inquisitively scientifically probing to get to the bottom
of a matter. Most of the time this is harmless fun, other times it
leads you into deep waters.
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10. PISCES - LOVE
You are a torrent and deep well of empathetic emotions. Love
flows always from your heart. All kinds of love are yours,
whether universal soul love, romantic love, friendship love or
love for a pet. You feel within so strongly or sense another’s joy
or angst that it’s almost like your own sometimes. It takes
maturity to detach, to love when it matters and to free life up for
living. Equally you can project with great drama, passion and
emotion your feelings. Tales of deepest woes, angst brings tears
of emotion to another’s eyes. Love is the essence of you.
Pisces, you are a soul dreamer. So many dreams colour your
imagination. Your life path, it is like taking part in a Lord of the
Rings epic journey. As you alternately travel through virtual
reality and real world time. Holidays enjoyed and magical
moments will be when by the eternal sea.
Your soul is beautiful like a rainbow breaking through the
clouds. Your outer persona is like a reflective pool with hidden
depths. You are difficult to fathom out. The mystical dreamer
that you are can help others too.
It takes time for others to get close to you, however when
another wins your heart, you are loyal for eternity. Yet, you
always have a secret depth that no one ever touches.
Your gift of being a Piscean is that of lighting up other
people’s lives. The inner world you escape within is too amazing
to describe to others. Your imagination travels across universes,
where you meet your fantasy lover to make eternal love under
the stars. You light up others lives with your creativity, peaceful
essence, bring dreams to others who often have few or lack
them. Your eyes follow golden lights dancing of faeries in the
garden as you traverse a world where love rules eternal.
So what has this got to do with real love you ask? Everything,
because this is the world you live in on a daily basis. Ironically
your ideal playmates and partners do too or rather have
interesting worlds of their own to amuse you with. You see that
male over there, well he is really a prince in shining armour, that
female she is a princess, a lady or damsel that needs rescuing.
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ARIES – SEXY SOULMATING
Aries, you could be Eros/Cupid or Venus/Diana, flying like an
arrow into love. Romantic passionate and ardent, you make
finding your mate a priority in life. Until you find the perfect
partner, you keep your eyes open scouring the horizons at
social or work occasions for the perfect partner. You have so
much to do in life and so much loving to give that you need a
partner in your life to share your passions.
Though strong minded and independent in spirit, you know
that perfection is in a couple and two together in partnership,
achieve far more than one alone.
You are a romantic, dreamer and quite traditional
underneath. Courtship and life revolves around your partner’s
life, place, family and friends. That is as long as it meets your
life plan; otherwise you will get your partner to revolve around
you and especially your own business enterprise if you have
one. The male leads and the female follows or appears to at
least while dancing to the tune of love. As if the power balance
has not changed before the marriage ceremony, afterwards the
Aries male or female definitely leads after the marriage
ceremony. Aries, you will tend to lead the partnership. Even if
not the major earner, you will set the pace. This is your life
plan, there is so much to be done and you choose your partner
as you know they will in the long term fulfil your dreams.
You love the physical, sensual side of love and it takes very
little to turn your sexual energies on when with the right
partner. Then you are ever ready and often fantasising about
scenarios to express your sexuality as so passionate. You like
to make love more than once a night and more than the national
average.
Your lovemaking can take place in a variety of locations,
indoors, outdoors or wherever the mood takes you. A little
risqué adventure, on the boardroom table after work is a
temptation once in your life. You like to play dominance or
submissive roles, testing your own power sexually or seeing if
your partner is strong enough to make you submit. You feel at
one with your sexuality and it’s a great way to make you smile
and release your tensions.

27. TAURUS - MONEY
In life, you rarely encounter a broke or poverty stricken Taurean.
Though some may moan about lack of money or poverty, you
Taureans are then probably down to your last few thousand. You
often have secure hidden resources or somewhere cosy to retreat to
if desperate. Taurus you make sound financial plans, investments,
plans for contingencies. Taurus, you value your security and
respect that which money can bring in life.
A risk is a well planned strategy, carefully thought through and
calculated in the long run to be the best here and now opportunity.
The more return on investment with security the better. Insecurity
you detest as it keeps you awake with worry at night.
Though you value money and possessions, you have the
endearing trait of putting your loved one’s needs first before your
own needs and career. Being practical, you may be giving, yet do
not extend altruism too far, focussing on priorities, realising others
have their loved ones too to look after them.
You can be kind and generous with your money, supporting your
nearest and dearest that you love, as you believe charity starts at
home. Causes that you support are often sparked by personal
experience either first hand or second hand by your closest friends
and extended family. You like to have experience in an area or
know it is a worthwhile cause supported by others. You think
deeply, before donating money that is hard earnt.
Taurus, as you mature, plan for the future, some may even map
out a vision and savings plan to retirement. You have a powerful
vision about your life plan for property, stocks and shares, savings
plans, insurance and bonds. You love to feel secure, nurturing and
growing assets, protecting loved ones. Savings accounts come
second nature to you, as you budget carefully for new purchases,
household goods or exotic travel plans. Taurus loves at least one
great holiday per year. A small acorn growing into a majestic oak
could be symbolic of a Taurean lifetime monetary policy.
Practical, earthy and well grounded, accumulating and handling
money comes naturally.
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Defining Soulmates
There are many definitions of soulmates, varying from the ultimate
love experience seeking of the holy grail to helper soulmates that
work alongside us during this lifetime on planet earth.

GUIDANCE - ROMANTIC SOUL MATES
“Love, hate, ignore or treat them with indifference,
Live together in blissful union or apart in hatred,
In separation be aware of a hidden shared life purpose,
Your soulmate’s presence will be felt in your waking,
Your restlessness subconscious, nights of angst,
Any which way your destiny falls your paths will cross,
Even alone, your dreams are of soulmate contracts.”

FIONA D’ARCY STEWART
☯

Others have found the following guidance given on soulmates
inspiring, which is partly my own thoughts and partly
extrapolated from late night discussions on the higher meaning
of soulmate philosophy, love and life over many years of
intriguing debates.
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Types of Soulmates
These can be divided into three levels in the hierarchy i) twin
flames soulmates ii) higher twin soulmates iii) lower sister-brother
soulmates and finally helper soulmate associate friends/family.
All of which are magical, a little like a pyramid effect, twin
flames are elusive at the top, then there is a number of higher twin
potential soulmates, then lots of sister-brother soulmates, then
masses of ordinary souls. Most are at the ‘norm’ of soul evolution.
It is commonly recognised that there are degrees of soulmate
liaisons, from the highest plane on nirvana which is often transient,
brief fleeting, cosmic, making the universe move, and very
difficult to love for any duration such soulmates, let alone live
with, compared to a more enduring easier loving lower soulmate.
Occasionally, it is possible to endure a relationship with the
highest of high soulmates who are preoccupied with their soul
mission. More often successful longer duration of soulmates
occurs lower down the hierarchy. Then of course there is just nonsoulmates, normal romantic unions or merely functional couplings
to satisfy a basic urge, that come or go in a lifetime. Soulmates
often face trials with great challenges to equal its bliss in joyful
union, calm at times and others irritating or inflammatory, stormy.
Soulmates can be viewed like a hierarchy and it is possible to
meet more than one type of soulmate in your lifetime, if you
should be so lucky. Though sometimes a lack of passion from
sexual soulmate encounters or soulmate experience is beneficial as
ignorance is bliss, conducive to a peaceful life even. As passionate
sexual soul-mating or a close encounter of such nature once felt,
even if briefly creates a restless questing rarely satisfied again,
then other sexual romantic relationships afterwards pale into
insignificance as the soul hungers after that magical bliss of feeling
at one and at home both within one’s own soul and with another.
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ASTROLOVEMATES NOVELETTES
Find your true self, soulmates and love under the stars. An
Astrolovemates Trilogy makes an ideal gift for self or to
present to loved ones for birthdays, anniversaries or significant
special occasions. You can also look up significant other zodiac
signs too in this Trilogy I. Read the other two books too. The
complete Trilogy gives you the year of all twelve Zodiac Signs.
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Soulmates Love Stars (21 Jan – 21 May)
•
•
•
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Aquarius (21 Jan-18 Feb)
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Taurus (21 Apr-21 May)
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Astrolovemates Trilogy - Book II
Soulmates Love Stars (22 May – 22 Sep)
•
•
•
•

Gemini (22 May-21 June)
Cancer (22 Jun-22 July)
Leo (23 July-23 Aug)
Virgo (24 Aug-22 Sep)

Astrolovemates Trilogy - Book III
Soulmates Love Stars (23 Sep – 20 Jan)
•
•
•
•

Libra (23 Sept-23 Oct)
Scorpio (24 Oct-22 Nov)
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Dedicated to the stars,
My soulmates, Yang “Star Dog,”
All who have inspired me
And Derek (DRB) whose idea it was.

☯

For all the above in e-book now or future print (spiral-bound)
version contact your nearest book distributor or www.MCDev.com
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